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 .It is shown that if f z is a nonconstant real entire function of genus 0 and if all
 . < <  .the zeros of f z are distributed in an infinite strip Im z F A, A ) 0, then f z
has just as many critical points as couples of nonreal zeros. Q 1996 Academic Press,
Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
w xIn 1930, G. Polya conjectured the following hypothetical theorem 7 .Â
A. A real integral function of genus 0 has just as many critical points as
couples of imaginary zeros.
 .An entire function f z which assumes only real values on the real axis
is said to be a real entire function. On the other hand, critical points are
 .defined as follows: Let f z be a nonconstant real entire function. Suppose
 l . .  ly1. .that j is a real zero of f z of multiplicity m but not a zero of f z .
That is,
f  ly1. j / 0, f  l . j s f  lq1. j s ??? s f  lqmy1. j s 0, .  .  .  .
f  lqm. j / 0. .
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Put
m¡ , if m is even,
2
m q 1
 ly1.  lqm.~ , if m is odd and f j f j ) 0, .  .k s
2
m y 1
 ly1.  lqm., if m is odd and f j f j - 0. .  .¢ 2
 l . .If k ) 0, then j is said to be a critical zero of f z of the multiplicity k.
 .  .The critical zeros of the derivatives of f z are the critical points of f z .
w x  .In 5 , the author showed that if the zeros of a real entire function f z
< <are distributed in an infinite strip Im z F A, A ) 0, and if the conver-
 .gence exponent of the nonreal zeros of f z is less than 1 y rr2, where r
 .  .denotes the order of f z , then f z has just as many critical points as
couples of nonreal zeros. In particular, the above conjecture is valid for all
real entire functions of order less than 2r3 whose zeros are distributed in
< <an infinite strip Im z F A, A ) 0.
The purpose of this paper is to improve the author's previous result by
the following theorem.
 .THEOREM. Let f z be a real entire function, and assume that there is a
 .positi¨ e constant A such that all the zeros of f z are distributed in the infinite
< <strip Im z F A. If there is a positi¨ e real number r, 1 F r - 2, such that
log M r ; f Z r ; f .  .C
lim s lim s 0, 1 .r 2yrr rrª` rª`
 .  . < <where M r ; f denotes the maximum modulus of f z on the circle z s r,
 .  .and Z r ; f is the number of the nonreal zeros of f z in the regionC
< <  .Re z F r, then f z has just as many critical points as couples of nonreal
zeros.
 .If f z is a real entire function of genus 0 whose zeros are distributed in
< <  .  .an infinite strip Im z F A, A ) 0, then f z satisfies the condition 1
with r s 1. Hence we have the following corollary.
 .COROLLARY. Let f z be a real entire function of genus 0. If there is a
 .positi¨ e constant A such that all the zeros of f z are distributed in the infinite
< <  .strip Im z F A, then f z has just as many critical points as couples of
nonreal zeros.
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2. PROOF OF THE THEOREM
Before proving our theorem, let us introduce some preliminaries.
 . UA real entire function f z is said to be of genus 1 if it can be
 . ya z 2  .  .represented in the form f z s e g z , where a G 0 and g z is a real
 .entire function of genus at most 1. Note that if a real entire function f z
 .  .satisfies the condition 1 with 1 F r - 2, then f z is of genus at most 1
U  .and hence of genus 1 . It is well known that if f z is a real entire function
U X .of genus 1 which has only a finite number of nonreal zeros, then f z is
U X .also of genus 1 and f z has a finite number of nonreal zeros. Moreover,
w x  . UPolya 7 showed that if a real entire function f z of genus 1 has 2 JÂ
X . X X .nonreal zeros and if f z has 2 J nonreal zeros, then f z has exactly
J y J X critical zeros. In particular, we have J X F J. Recently, Craven,
 .Csordas, Smith, and the author showed that if f z is a real entire function
of genus 1U which has only a finite number of nonreal zeros, then there is
m. .  .a positive integer m such that f z has real zeros only, and hence f z
w xhas just as many critical points as couples of nonreal zeros 1]4 . There-
fore to prove our theorem we need only to consider those functions which
have infinitely many nonreal zeros.
 . ULet f z be a real entire function of genus 1 . If a q ib is a nonreal
 .zero of f z , with a , b g R, then the closed disk centered at the point
< <  .z s a with radius b will be called a Jensen disk of f z . The union of all
 .  .the Jensen disks of f z will be denoted by J f . A well known theorem of
 . UJensen states that if f z is a real entire function of genus 1 , then all the
X .  .nonreal zeros of f z are distributed in the set J f . From here on, this
fact will be referred as ``Jensen's theorem.'' In the proof of our theorem,
we will use the following generalization of Polya's result mentioned aboveÂ
w x5, Theorem 1 .
 .PROPOSITION A. Let f z be a nonconstant real entire function of genus
U  .1 and suppose that a, b are real numbers with a - b and a, b f J f . Then
 . X .f z and f z ha¨e finitely many zeros in the region a F Re z F b. More-
 . X . Xo¨er, if f z has 2 J nonreal zeros in a F Re z F b and if f z has 2 J
X . Xnonreal zeros in a F Re z F b, then f z has exactly J y J critical zeros in
w xthe closed inter¨ al a, b .
For A ) 0 let L P A denote the class of all real entire functions of
U < <genus 1 whose zeros are distributed in the infinite strip Im z F A. From
w x  .6, p. 331, Theorem 3 , it follows that an entire function f z is in the class
A   .4L P if and only if there is a sequence P z of real polynomials suchn
 . < <that the zeros of each P z are distributed in the infinite strip Im z F A,n
  .4  .and P z converges to f z uniformly in each compact set in then
complex plane. In particular, the Gauss]Lucas theorem implies that the
class L P A is closed under differentiation for each A ) 0. Therefore, if
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f g L P A, and if we could show that for infinitely many values of n,
 n.. nq1. .J f has a compact connected component in which f z has lesser
n. .  .nonreal zeros than f z , then, by Proposition A, f z would have
infinitely many critical points. In the proof of our theorem, we will use the
w xfollowing result 5, Theorem 2 to show that this is always the case
A  .whenever f g L P satisfies the condition 1 with 1 F r - 2.
 .PROPOSITION B. Let f z be a nonconstant real entire function in the
A  .class L P , A ) 0. If f z is at most of order r, 0 - r F 2, and minimal
type, then for any positi¨ e constant B there is a positi¨ e integer n such that1
n. . < < 1r rf z has only real zeros in the region Re z F Bn for all n G n .1
Now we are ready for the proof.
 .Proof of the Theorem. Let A ) 0 and let f z be a nonconstant real
entire function of genus 1U whose zeros are distributed in the infinite strip
< <  .  .Im z F A. Assume that f z satisfies the condition 1 with 1 F r - 2,
 .and that f z has infinitely many nonreal zeros.
 .First of all, let us show that all the derivatives of f z satisfy the
 .condition 1 simultaneously. Since order and type are unchanged by
differentiation, we have
log M r ; f n. .
lim s 0 2 .rrrª`
for all n s 1, 2, . . . . From the assumption that
Z r ; f .C
lim s 0,2yrrrª`
we have
Z 2 r ; f y Z r ; f .  .C C
lim s 0. 3 .2yrrrª`
Since 2 y r F 1 and the absolute values of the imaginary parts of the
 .  .nonreal zeros of f z are uniformly bounded by A, 3 implies that there is
a positive real number r such that if r G r , then we can find a real1 1
 .number t such that r F t F 2 r and "t f J f . On the other hand, if t ) 0
 .  X.  .and "t f J f , then Proposition A implies that Z t; f F Z t; f .C C
Therefore the inequality
Z r ; f X Z 2 r ; f .  .C C2yrF 22yr 2yrr 2 r .
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holds whenever r G r , and hence we have1
Z r ; f X .C
lim s 0.2yrrrª`
Now an inductive argument gives
Z r ; f n. .C
lim s 0 4 .2yrrrª`
for all n s 0, 1, 2, . . . .
 .We can assume, without loss of generality, that f z has infinitely many
 .nonreal zeros in the right half plane Re z ) 0. Since 2 y r F 1, 4 implies
 n..that for all n s 1, 2, . . . the set J f is composed of infinitely many
 n..connected components and all the connected components of J f are
 .compact. Thus if some derivative of f z has only a finite number of
 .nonreal zeros in the right half plane, then f z has infinitely many critical
points by Proposition A. So assume that for each nonnegative integer n,
n. .f z has infinitely many nonreal zeros in the right half plane Re z ) 0.
 .  .  .Then, by 2 and 4 , it is enough to show that some derivative of f z has
 .a critical zero. To obtain a contradiction, suppose that f z has no critical
points.
  .4`For each nonnegative integer n let z k, n denote the sequence ofks1
n. .the nonreal zeros of f z in the first quadrant Re z ) 0, Im z ) 0. In
this sequence a zero of multiplicity m must appear exactly m times. Let
 .  .  .a k, n s Re z k, n for k s 1, 2, . . . , n s 0, 1, 2, . . . . Since f z is at most
of order r and minimal type, Proposition B implies that for all positive
n. .constants B there is a positive integer n such that for all n G n , f z1 1
< < 1r rhas only real zeros in the region Re z F Bn . Thus we can assume,
without loss of generality, that
n1r r - a 1, n F a 2, n F ??? n s 0, 1, 2, . . . , 5 .  .  .  .
 n..and that 0 f J f for all nonnegative integers n. Moreover, we can
assume that A s 1, that is, f g L P1.
From here on, we will show that there is a positive constant K such that
the inequality
a J , 0 F K J 1r2yr . .
holds for infinitely many values of J, that is,
Z r ; f .C
lim ) 0, 6 .2yrrrª`
 .which contradicts 4 .
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 .For each nonnegative integer n let R n denote the set of those positive
w  .  .xintegers k for which the closed intervals a k, n , a k q 1, n are not
 n.. 1contained in the set J f . Since we have assumed that f g L P , we
have
if k - j and if k , k q 1, . . . , j y 1 f R n , then .
7 .
a j, n y a k , n F 2 j y k n s 0, 1, 2, . . . . .  .  .  .
 .Moreover, the assumption that f z has no critical points implies
if n - m and if k g R n l R n q 1 l ??? l R m y 1 , .  .  .
8 .’then a k , m y a k , n F m y n . .  .
 .  . To see this, assume that n - m and k g R n l R n q 1 l ??? l R m y
.  .1 . From the assumption that k g R m y 1 , there is a real number b such
 my1..  .  .that b f J f and a k, m y 1 - b - a k q 1, m y 1 . Since 0, b f
 my1..  .J f and f z has no critical points, Proposition A implies that
my1. . m. .f z and f z have the same number of nonreal zeros in the
 .region 0 - Re z - b, and hence z k, m lies in the region 0 - Re z - b.
 .  my1..On the other hand, Jensen's theorem implies that z k, m g J f .
  . Therefore there is a complex number z in the set z 1, m y 1 , z 2,my 1
.  .4 <  . <m y 1 , . . . , z k, m y 1 such that z k, m y Re z F Im z . Thenmy 1 my1
 a similar argument gives a complex number z in the set z 1, m ymy 2
.  .  .4 < <2 , z 2, m y 2 , . . . , z k, m y 2 such that z y Re z F Im z ,my 1 my2 my2
 4mand so on. In this way, we obtain a sequence z of complex numbersl lsn
  .  .  .4 < <such that z g z 1, l , z 2, l , . . . , z k, l , z y Re z F Im z for l sl lq1 l l
 .  .n, n q 1, . . . , m y 1, and z s z k, m . Using an induction on m ) n , itm
< <can easily be shown that the inequalities z y Re z F Im z , l s n,lq1 l l
n q 1, . . . , m y 1, imply
my1
’< <Re z y Re z F Im z m y n . l lq1 n
lsn
Hence we have
’ ’a k , m y a k , n F Re z y Re z F Im z m y n F m y n . .  . m n n
 .Since 2 y r F 1, 4 implies that for each nonnegative integer n there
 .are infinitely many positive integers k such that k g R n . On the other
 .  .hand, since r - 2, 5 and 8 imply that if n is a nonnegative integer and
 .if k is a positive integer with k g R n , then there is a positive integer m
 .   .4`such that n - m and k f R m . Hence we can define sequences k n ns1
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  .4`and n n of nonnegative integers byns1
k 1 s min k ¬ k g R 0 , 4 .  .
n 1 s min n ¬ k 1 f R n , 4 .  .  .
k n q 1 s min k ¬ k ) k n , k g R n n , 4 .  .  . .
and
n n q 1 s min n ¬ n ) n n , k n q 1 f R n n s 1, 2, . . . . 4 .  .  .  .  .
 .  .It will be convenient to define k 0 s 1 and n 0 s 0. From the definition
  .4`   .4`  .  .of the sequences n n and k n , it is clear that k n g R nns0 ns0
 .  .   ..whenever n n y 1 F n - n n , and that k f R n n y 1 whenever
 .  .  .  .k n y 1 F k - k n for n s 1, 2, . . . . Therefore 7 and 8 imply the in-
equality
a k n , n n y a 1, 0 .  .  . .1 1
n1
s a k n , n n y a k n , n n y 1 .  .  .  . .  .
ns1
n1
q a k n , n n y 1 y a k n y 1 , n n y 1 .  .  .  . .  .
ns1
n n1 1
’F n n y n n y 1 q 2 k n y k n y 1 .  .  .  . . 
ns1 ns1
F n n n q 2 k n y 1 n s 1, 2, . . . . 9’  .  .  .  . .1 1 1 1
 .For each nonnegative integer m let L m denote the set of those
 .positive integers j for which j y 1 g R m or j s 1. Let J be an arbitrary
 .  .  . integer in the set R 0 . Put j 0 s J and m 0 s 0. If max j ¬ j F J,
 .4  . j g L 0 s 1 s k 0 , then set m s n s N s 0. If not, that is, max j ¬ j FJ J J
 .4  .  .J, j g L 0 ) 1, then define j 1 and m 1 by
j 1 s max j ¬ j F J , j g L 0 , m 1 s min m ¬ j 1 f L m . 4  4 .  .  .  .  .
 .  .Let m G 1, and assume that we have defined j m and m m . Since the
  .4`  .sequence n n is strictly increasing and n 0 s 0, there is a uniquelyns0
 .  .  . determined positive integer n such that n n y 1 F m m - n n . If max j
 .   ..4  .  .¬ j - j m , j g L m m F k n , set m s m , n s n , and N s n n .J J J J
 .  .Otherwise, define j m q 1 and m m q 1 by
j m q 1 s max j ¬ j - j m , j g L m m , 4 .  .  . .
m m q 1 s min m ¬ m ) m m , j m q 1 f L m . 4 .  .  .  .
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 .  .  .  .In this way, we obtain integers J s j 0 G j 1 ) j 2 ) ??? ) j m G 1J
 .  .  .   ..and 0 s m 0 - m 1 - ??? - m m such that j f L m m y 1 when-J
 .  .  .  .  .ever j m - j F j m y 1 , and that j m g L m whenever m m y 1 F
 .  .m - m m . Using the same argument as in the proof of the inequality 9 ,
we obtain the inequality
a J , 0 y a j m , m m F m m m q 2 J y j m . 10’ .  .  .  .  .  . .  .J J J J J
 .  .Moreover, it is easy to see that n , m F J, N s n n s m m , and thatJ J J J J
 .  .  .k f R N for k n F k - j m . Hence we have the following inequali-J J J
 .  .  .ties, by 7 , 9 and 10 ,
a k n , n n y a 1, 0 F JN q 2 k n y 1 , 11 .  .  .  .  .’ .  .J J J J
a J , 0 y a j m , m m F JN q 2 J y j m , .  .  .  .’ .  .J J J J
and
a j m , m m y a k n , n n F 2 j m y k n . .  .  .  .  .  . .  .  .J J J J J J
Therefore we obtain
a J , 0 F a 1, 0 q 2 J y 1 q 2 JN for J g R 0 , .  .  .  .’ J
 .and hence, to prove 6 , it is enough to show that there is a positive
constant K such that the inequality1
1r2yr .JN F K J 12 .’ J 1
 .holds for all positive integers J g R 0 . Note that there are infinitely many
 .positive integers J such that J g R 0 .
 .For each positive integer J g R 0 let A be the positive real numberJ
defined by
N s A J rr2yr . .J J
 .  .From 5 and 11 , we obtain
1rr 1rr1r2yr .A J s N .  .J J
F a k n , N . .J J
F a 1, 0 q JN q 2 k n y 1 .  .’  .J J
1r2 1r2yr .F a 1, 0 q A J q 2 J . .  .J
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Since 1 F r, we have
1rr 1r2A F A q O 1 , .  .  .J J
 .   .4as J ª ` with J g R 0 . Therefore, since r - 2, the set A ¬ J g R 0 isJ
bounded above, and hence there is a positive constant K such that2
N F K J rr2yr . for J g R 0 , .J 2
that is,
1r2yr .JN F K J for J g R 0 . .’ ’J 2
 .This proves 12 , and hence our theorem is proved.
Here we give a remark due to the referee.
Our proof gives no information on the rate of growth of the number of
w xcritical points in the interval yr, r , as r ª `. In some special cases,
however, it is possible to compare the numbers of the nonreal zeros and
< <  .the critical points in the region Re F r. To be specific, let N r ; fK
 .denote the number of the critical points of the real entire function f z in
w x Athe interval yr, r . If f g L P , A ) 0, and if the convergence exponent
 .of the nonreal zeros of f z is less than 1 y rr2, where r denotes the
 .order of f z , then, using the same method as in the proof of Theorem 3
w x  4in 5 , we can show that there is a sequence B of positive real numbersj
 .  .such that lim B s `, and Z B ; f s 2 N B ; f for j s 1, 2, . . . .jª` j C j K j
Hence we have
Z r ; f Z r ; f .  .C C
lim F 2 F lim .
N r ; f N r ; f .  .K Krª`rª`
 .On the other hand, if a real entire function f z is of the form
M
b z m nf z s e c cos z sin z , .  m , n
m , ns0
 .where b and c are real numbers, then it is known that f z has just asm , n
< <many critical points as couples of nonreal zeros in the region a F Re z -
w xa q 2p for each real number a 5, Example 2 . In this case we have
Z r ; f .C
lim s 2.
N r ; frª`  .K
The author, however, has no idea what happens in the general case, so we
conclude this paper with the following open problem.
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A  .Problem. Let f g L P , A ) 0. Compare the rate of growth of Z r ; fC
 .and N r ; f , as r ª `.K
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